Abstract-Data fusion or In-network processing methods were often adopted in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) to reduce data communication and prolong network lifetime, which made WSNs application can be described as a set of tasks (sensing, processing) and dependencies among them. Task assignment has become an important problem which needed to be resolved for different tasks assignment caused different energy consumption. Based on the task graph of WSNs, an energy-efficient task assignment framework was proposed. As application task can be decomposed into sensing subtasks and processing subtasks, we present the task assignment as sensing subtask assignment and processing subtask assignment. We formulate the processing subtask assignment as a 0-1 quadratic programming problem and evaluate it through experiments.
INTRODUCTION

II. RELATED WORK
Task allocation is an important research problem in parallel and distributed computing system. In the distributed system, a job can be seen as a task set, and task allocation is to assign tasks of a program among the processors of a distributed system in order to reduce turnaround time and increase the throughput of the system under the constraint of time and task priorities [6] . The optimal task allocation is to maximize and balance the utilization of the resources while minimizing the communication between processors. From the perspective of resource allocation, task allocation in distributed systems is the assignment of computing resources.
In multi-sensor systems, there also exists task allocation problem [7] . In these systems, the allocation of perceptual tasks (system-level tasks, such as target tracking or classification) is a process of assigning different sensing tasks among sensors in a dynamic, uncertain environment to improve the performance of perception. From the perspective of resource allocation, perceptual tasks allocation is the assignment of sensing resources. Therefore, it was known as sensor selection or sensor action planning.
Due to the characteristics of sensor networks, there exist not only the sensing resources in multi-sensor systems, but also the computing resources in distributed systems. In sensor networks, user's request (such as querying the temperature of a
B. Task Model
The expression power of the task description would affect the complexity of task assignment algorithm [5] . There are two issues in describing tasks. One is about description of functionality of the task. The other is to specify the distribution (or locations) of sensors which will participate in the task.
Special node N, is defined as sink node. Due to the characteristics of WSNs, each sensor node has certain attributes, such as node location, sensing mode, the minimum hop count to sink, the current available energy and so on. So we define the capacity vector Pi ' associated with the node N,' which describes the node's attributes.
Then the sensor network can be described as a weighted graphSN={S ,E,P} , in which S={ N"N" ...NJ is the nodes set, E~S x S is the connection sets (the edge set of unit disk graph), and P = (J;,J~, ...J:) is the node's attribute set.
Reference to the task graph in distributed computing, we can use DAG to describe the task in sensor networks [6] . Nodes in DAG represent the subtasks needed to be carried out by sensors and edges denote the data transfer between tasks. So we can define task in WSNs as ST = {T, e} , in which T = {r.'T, ,...T m } is the subtask set and C k TxT denotes the priority relations between subtasks. Each edge C, = (J;, ,J;,) has weight Wi ' representing the amount of data transferred from subtask J;, to J;,. In particular, the nodes in SThaving no input edges represent the source subtasks, which are also called sensing subtasks (monitoring the environment and collecting the environmental data). The node in ST having no output edge represents the sink subtask. In the DAG task graph, the sink subtask in an empty task which does not perform any operations and only indicates the convergence of information. The sink subtask has only one input, which represents the information application needed. The input to the sink subtask was produced by the final computing subtask. For example, in an environmental temperature monitoring application, assuming the given task is reading the maximal region, or detecting enemy tanks in an area and tracking them) can be executed like the task allocation in multi-sensor systems, which means only the sensing resources are assigned to task. Sensors are selected according to the task requirements, selected sensors monitor environment, collect data, and transmit a large number of raw data to the sink node. For wireless communication is the main consumer of energy, this method leads to a large amount of data transmissions and causes excessive energy consumption. In order to perform the user's task in an energy-efficient way, the computing capabilities in sensor nodes should be used to process and fuse the raw collected data locally in the network. Finally only the fused data is delivered to users. Through the trade-off of communication and computing, user's tasks are successfully performed. At the same time, network traffic is greatly reduced and much energy is saved. So we can use task allocation methods to design wireless sensor networks in an energy-efficient way. For WSNs having sensing resources and computing resources, we can decompose user's task into sensing subtasks and computing subtasks, and allocate sensing subtasks and computing subtasks in turn. Sensing task allocation involves sensor selection in WSNs and some works have been done for this problem. Wang proposed an entropy-based sensor selection heuristic for localization application [8] . Given a prior probability distribution of the target location, the locations and the sensing models of a set of candidate sensors for selection, the algorithm greedily selects an informative sensor such that the prior target location distribution would yield on average the greatest or nearly the greatest reduction in the entropy of the target location distribution. In a ground surveillance system for target localization and environmental monitoring, Molnar argues sensor is selected only if the quality of its raw data promises a significant improvement to the localization results [9] . He proposed a self-organized control system that allows the sensors to select the algorithm complexity which balances the requirements for good localization performance and energy conservation. The sensors make their selection autonomously based on their own sensor data, information that they receive form other sensors in the region, and the amount of energy they have left.
In this paper, we consider the problem of how to assign the computing tasks after the selection of sensors to make the application performed using minimum energy.
III. TASK ALLOCATION IN WSNs
A. Network Model
We assume that a set of wireless sensor nodes S = {N" N" ...N"} are deployed randomly in a two-dimensional area. After deployment, nodes no longer change their locations. For simplicity, we assume that these nodes have the same maximum transmission range and we normalize it to one unit. Consequently, all wireless nodes in S together construct a unit disk graph UDG(S), which has an edge (N" N ) if and only if the Euclidian distance between N, and N J is less than one unit.
which means the attribute~of the mapped node in ST meets the requirements of attribute A j of the mapping subtask.
Definition 3: For a feasible task allocationfta, we define its utility:
G(fta) represents the information gain produced by execution of task, and E(fta) denotes the energy consumption for performing the task. a is a relative weight. In this paper, we make a=0, which means only the energy consumption is considered in this paper.
Definition 4: The optimal task allocation ofta is one of the feasible task allocation achieved maximum utility. That is:
IV. ENERGY-EFFICIENT TASK ALLOCATION
For a feasible task allocation f, the total energy consumption of task execution after allocation is the sum of energy consumption of all the nodes in the networks, including energy consumption of sensing nodes, computing nodes and forwarding nodes. For simplicity, we assume the transmitting power is equal to receiving power because nodes use short range communication. Due to the route selection, forwarding nodes are dynamic and cannot be determined in advance. So we transform the total energy consumption of task execution into the sum of energy consumption of performing sensing subtasks, processing subtasks and communication. For a=0 , maximizing the utility of task allocation is equivalent to minimizing energy consumption for performing the task, which means the goal of optimization of task allocation is to MinE(fta) .
In this paper, we assume the attribute vector of subtask and capability vector of nodes include only two elements: area and energy. Area attribute of sensor represents the sensing coverage area, and sensor energy attribute is the available energy of it, denoted as~.av . While for sensing subtask, area attribute represents the needed monitoring area, and energy attribute is the energy consumption for collecting environmental data, which denoted as A;.re . For computing subtask, the area attribute is 0, which means the computing subtask has no location constraint. The energy attribute of computing subtask represents the energy consumption needed to perform the subtask.
value from four sensors. The corresponding task graph is shown in Figure 1 .
From the Figure, we can see that DAG task graph is actually a data flow graph (DFG), which represents the data flow relationships between subtasks. Although DAG task graph can describe the data flow relationships between subtasks, the distributed properties of the nodes performing the subtask cannot be expressed. We should append additional constraints to the nodes of the DAG, so each node 1; in DAG has an associated attributes A; , which represents the executing location of subtask, the needed sensing data and computing power. So we can use weighted graph to describe the task in WSNs, then STis transformed ST ={T,C,A}.
C. Task Allocation
For the task ST = {T, C, A}, we can use an attribute vector to describe the attribute A; of subtask 1; . For example, the source subtask often has the attributes of the data type, sample rate, coverage area and so on. The main attribute of the computing subtask is the computing power.
For the WSN SN = {S, E, P}, a capability vector was also can be defined to describe the attribute~of sensor N;. The common sensor attributes is the location of the sensor, sensor mode, the hop distance to the sink, and the currently available energy.
For simplicity, we assume the task attribute vector is the same type of sensor capability vector, that is: 2) The sink subtask in ST is mapped to the sink node in SN. That is, for sink subtaskx in ST, fta (x) Processing subtasks meet the principle of additivity. Given processing subtasks I:+I' I:+2···' T m -1 ' if 1;,. ..,~are assigned to the same node, the energy consumption of the node executing 1;,....T, is 1; .re + ... +~.re . In addition, if the node also executes a sensing subtask, the execution of processing subtask cannot affect the energy consumption of sensing subtask. Therefore, the energy consumption of execution processing subtasks is: The distance dij of shortest path between two nodes can be derived by Floyd-Warshall algorithm [10] .
Objective function:
e, represents energy consumption for node receiving a bit of data, and e t represents energy consumption for node transmitting a bit of data. Because we assume the transmitting power of nodes is equivalent to receiving power, then e, + e, = 2e' .
The energy consumption of communication for exchanging information between subtasks is:
Then, the total energy consumption for executing task is:
As in (1) This is a typical 0-1 quadratic programming problem with linear constraints. We can convert it to a linear programming problem using linear technology and solve it [11] .
The objective of the above model is to minimize the energy consumption Etotal for executing the task. In sensor networks, we should also consider the balance of energy consumption in addition to energy efficiency, to avoid nodes died for excessive energy consumption. So we can set the weight of edge in SN as:
Ni.av Nj.av
After the distance of shortest path d~between nodes N , and N j has been derived using Floyd-Warshall algorithm, the objective function is converted to:
According to the assumptions made in this paper, we design a simulation program using Matlab and evaluate the proposed centralized 0-1 quadratic programming algorithm. At present, we chose the simulating parameters for only considering the energy consumption of the application. From the analysis of section IV, the energy consumption is only affected by the different communication traffic caused by different task allocation. Therefore, we use the communication traffic to represent the energy consumption of application execution after task allocation.
The experiment uses the task graph shown in Figure I . The network simulation scenario is a 100m x 100m square area, where randomly deployed 40 sensors. The communication range of the sensor is set 30m, and sink node is located at the center of the square region. We firstly assume the nodes of ID=I ,2,3 as the sensing nodes after sensor selection. By solving the 0-1 quadratic programming problem, the optimal result of task allocation is shown in Figure 2 . From the figure, we can see that the subtasks T4 and T5 are assigned to the node of No. I, subtasks T6 and T6 are assigned to node of No.3 and T8 are allocated to sink node. After the task allocation, the overall communication traffic of application execution is 140.
Reselect the location of sensing nodes and make it more dispersed. By solving the problem, the optimal result of task allocation is shown in Figure 3 . We can see form it, subtasks T4 and T5 are assigned to node of No.1, subtasks T6 and T7 are assigned to sink node. After task allocation, execution of the task produces communication traffic of 140. Centralizing the location of sensing nodes and solving the problem, the result of optimal allocation is shown in Figure 4 . In the figure, subtasks ofT4, T5, T6 and T7 are all assigned to the node of No. I, and the overall communication traffic is 90.
VI. CONCLUSION
For the energy limitation in WSNs, it is important to do data fusion in the network to reduce communication traffic. Data fusion introduces computing into WSNs, and different nodes performing computing cause different communication traffic and different energy consumption. In order to prolong the system lifetime of WSNs, we studied the optimal task allocation method. In this paper, we describe application of WSNs using task graph and propose a task allocation model of WSNs. For the computing subtask allocation, we formulate the problem as 0-1 quadratic programming problem and evaluate the online centralized algorithm. In the future, we will propose the corresponding distributed algorithm for task allocation.
